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Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is concerned with the task of generalising sets of
positive and negative examples with respect to background knowledge expressed as logic
programs. Negation as Failure (NAF) is a key feature of logic programming which provides
a means for nonmonotonic commonsense reasoning under incomplete information. But,
so far, most ILP research has been aimed at Horn programs which exclude NAF, and
has failed to exploit the full potential of normal programs that allow NAF. By contrast,
Abductive Logic Programming (ALP), a related task concerned with explaining observations
with respect to a prior theory, has been well studied and applied in the context of
normal logic programs. This paper shows how ALP can be used to provide a semantics
and proof procedure for nonmonotonic ILP that utilises practical methods of language and
search bias to reduce the search space. This is done by lifting an existing method called
Hybrid Abductive Inductive Learning (HAIL) from Horn clauses to normal logic programs.
To demonstrate its potential beneﬁts, the resulting system, called XHAIL, is applied to a
process modelling case study involving a nonmonotonic temporal Event Calculus (EC).
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [38] is a branch of Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) concerned with the generalisation of
positive and negative examples with respect to prior background knowledge expressed in a logic program formalism. Com-
pared to other AI representations, logic programs are expressive and easy for humans to understand. Moreover, Negation as
Failure (NAF) [6] gives logic programming a nonmonotonic inference mechanism for reasoning with defaults and exceptions
under incomplete information. Since incompleteness is an inherent feature of any learning problem, effective utilization of
NAF is potentially a major strength of the ILP paradigm.
To date, most ILP research has been aimed at Horn programs that exclude NAF. While several approaches have been pro-
posed for normal programs with NAF, as in [1,4,5,7,13,19,25,28,39,43,48,50,55] and more recently in [12,40,49], these impose
strong restrictions on the learning setting or they lack eﬃcient strategies for guiding the computation. As a result, practi-
tioners are forced to apply Horn systems to normal problems, for which they are not intended, often with no guarantees
of soundness or completeness and usually without the ability to fully exploit NAF. For example, by various transformations
[31,33,41,42] Horn systems can be made to learn action theories in which NAF is used to model the persistence of properties
through time. But the limitations of such approaches, discussed later, only highlight the need to develop semantically and
procedurally well-founded nonmonotonic learners.
This work aims to realise a practical ILP approach that generalises successful techniques of language and search bias from
Horn clauses to normal programs. It is based on the premise that such biases are even more essential in the nonmonotonic
case, where the search space is much larger and traditional pruning techniques are not applicable. The proposal is to exploit
techniques from a closely related branch of AI, called Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) [21], which grew from efforts
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ILP for learning rules with predicates not deﬁned by the examples [32,37], the correspondence between ALP and NAF can
potentially be exploited to even greater effect by enabling the learning of normal logic programs.
This paper shows how a method called Hybrid Abductive Inductive Learning (HAIL) [44], which integrates ALP and ILP
in a common reasoning framework, can be lifted from Horn clauses to normal programs. The technique is based on the
construction and generalisation of a preliminary ground hypothesis called a Kernel Set [44] that bounds the search space in
accordance with user speciﬁed language and search bias. The result is a three-stage process where abduction and deduction
are used, respectively, to compute the head and body literals of a Kernel Set, which is then generalised by a subsumption-
based inductive search technique. This paper shows how these three stages can all be speciﬁed as executable ALP tasks in
order to provide a formal semantics and concrete proof procedure, called XHAIL, for nonmonotonic ILP.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the key notation, terminology, and background ma-
terial. Section 3 shows how each phase of the XHAIL procedure can be formalised as a nonmonotonic ALP task. Section 4
discusses some of the theoretical and practical implications. Section 5 illustrates XHAIL with a biologically motivated process
modelling case study. Section 6 compares the approach with related work and Section 7 concludes. This paper extends the
abstract in [45] with a more detailed description of the method, a larger case study, and further discussion of related work.
2. Background
This section introduces the key notation and terminology. Section 2.1 reviews some logic programming deﬁnitions [27],
recalls the stable model semantics [15] for normal programs, and outlines the task of ALP [21]. Section 2.2 describes the task
of ILP [38] and introduces two popular forms of language and search bias called mode declarations and compression [36].
Section 2.3 summarises the original HAIL approach [44] for learning Horn programs.
2.1. Abductive Logic Programming (ALP)
This paper assumes a standard ﬁrst order language whose terms are deﬁned in the usual way. An atom is a predicate
p (of arity n) followed by an n-tuple of terms (t1, . . . , tn). A literal is either an atom a (positive literal) or the negation of
an atom not a (negative literal). A (normal) clause is an expression of the form a ← l1, . . . , lm where a is an atom (called
the head atom) and the li are literals (called body literals). A fact is a clause of the form a ←  (often abbreviated to just
a) where  is an atom denoting logical truth. A constraint is a clause of the form ⊥ ← l1, . . . , lm (often abbreviated to
just ← l1, . . . , lm) where ⊥ is an atom denoting logical falsity. A (logic) program is a set of clauses. A clause or program
is Horn iff all of its literals are positive and is normal otherwise. A (Herbrand) interpretation is a set of ground atoms. An
interpretation I satisﬁes a positive (resp. negative) ground literal l = a (resp. l = not a) iff a ∈ I (resp. a /∈ I). It satisﬁes a set
of ground literals iff it satisﬁes each ground atom in the set; and it satisﬁes a ground clause iff it satisﬁes the head atom or
fails to satisfy at least one body literal.
A (Herbrand) model M of a program P is an interpretation I that satisﬁes every ground instance of every clause C in P .
A model M is minimal if no strict subset is also a model. Moreover, it is stable if M is the unique minimal model of the
Horn program PM obtained from the ground instances of P by removing all clauses with a negative literal not satisﬁed in
M and removing all negative literals from the remaining clauses. A program P entails a set of ground literals L (under the
credulous stable model semantics), denoted P | L, if at least one stable model of P satisﬁes L. A goal, or query, G is a set
of literals L = {l1, . . . , ln} that will usually be written ?l1, . . . , ln . A clause C is said to (θ -)subsume a clause D iff there is a
substitution θ such that the head atom of D is the head atom of Cθ and each body literal of D is in Cθ . A program P is
said to (θ -)subsume a program Q iff for each clause Ci ∈ P there is a clause Di ∈ Q such that Ci subsumes Di and Di = D j
for all i = j (i.e., P is obtained from Q by replacing terms in Q with variables and/or by dropping individual literals or
whole clauses from Q ).
ALP seeks to ﬁnd the conditions under which a query G (goal) can be made to succeed from a program T (theory)
composed of facts, rules and constraints. The ALP task is usually deﬁned as computing a set of ground atoms Δ, called an
explanation, together with a ground substitution θ , called an answer substitution, such that T ∪ Δ | Gθ . The atoms in Δ
are usually restricted to a set A of predicates called abducibles, which identify concepts for which only partial information
is available in the theory (e.g., potential faults in a diagnosis task or possible actions in a planning domain). Any pair (Δ, θ)
which satisﬁes these properties is called an abductive solution of G w.r.t. T and A.
Hereafter, φ(T ,G, A) will denote the set of all abductive solutions of G w.r.t. T and A. Systems for computing such
abductive solutions can be classed into two complementary approaches: top-down ALP methods that extend resolution in-
ference with the ability to assume literals [21], and bottom-up methods based on model construction techniques like Answer
Set Programming (ASP) [26]. To ensure termination of these procedures, it is assumed some appropriate bound is placed on
computational resources (e.g., maximum resolution depth in an ALP system or total execution time in an ASP system).
2.2. Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)
ILP seeks to ﬁnd a program H (hypothesis) that generalises a set of literals E (examples) w.r.t. a program B (background
knowledge). In this paper, B and H are normal programs, while E is a set of ground literals (with positive and negative lit-
erals representing positive and negative examples, respectively). Given B and E as inputs, the task of ILP is to compute a set
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bias. This paper employs two popular forms of bias called mode declarations and compression, both taken from [36].
A mode declaration m is either a head declaration modeh(r, s) or a body declaration modeb(r, s), where s is a ground
literal, the scheme, which serves as a template for literals in the head or body of a hypothesis clause, and r is an integer, the
recall, which limits how often the scheme is used. An asterisk ∗ denotes an arbitrary recall. A scheme can contain special
placemarker terms of the form #type, +type and −type, which stand, respectively, for ground terms, input terms and output
terms of a predicate type. The distinction between input and output terms is that any input term in a body literal must be
an input term in the head or an output term in some preceding body literal.
Each set M of mode declarations is associated with a set of clauses L(M), called the language of M , such that C = a ←
l1, . . . , ln ∈ L(M) iff the head atom a (resp. each body literal li) is obtained from some head (resp. body) declaration in M
by replacing all # placemarkers with ground terms and all + (resp. −) placemarkers with input (resp. output) variables. If
m is any mode declaration, then pred(m) denotes the predicate p at the front of the scheme s, while schema(m) denotes the
literal obtained from s by replacing all placemarkers with distinct variables X1, . . . , Xn , and type(m) denotes the sequence
of literals t1(X1), . . . , tn(Xn) such that ti is the type of the placemarker replaced by the variable Xi . If M is a set of mode
declarations, then M+ and M− denote the head and body declarations in M , respectively.
As well as language bias, ILP hypotheses are also constrained by search bias. A successful method, described in [36], in-
volves maximising a compression score obtained by subtracting the number of literals in the hypothesis from the number of
examples covered. This helps to avoid over-ﬁtting by preferring the simplest hypothesis that explains the examples. Another
common approach, also explained in [36], involves using the recall of a mode declaration during hypothesis construction to
bound the number of times its scheme can be used (with the same input terms) and using the type of a placemarker to
determine which terms can replace it (in any ground instance).
2.3. Hybrid Abductive Inductive Learning (HAIL)
HAIL is a mode-directed ILP approach that integrates abductive, deductive and inductive reasoning in a common learning
framework. Given a background theory B , examples E , and mode declarations M , it aims to return a highly compressive
hypothesis H , in the language of M , that entails E w.r.t. B . In the Horn case [44], hypotheses are constructed incrementally
by a covering loop designed to generalise one selected example, called a seed example, at a time. Partial hypotheses are suc-
cessively formed until all examples are covered. For each seed example e ∈ E , this is done by constructing and generalising
a preliminary ground hypothesis, K , called a Kernel Set of B and e.
Intuitively, a Kernel Set is a maximally speciﬁc explanation of the selected seed example. It is constructed and generalised
by a three-phase methodology. The ﬁrst phase returns a set of head atoms Δ (abductive explanations) that entails e w.r.t.
B . The second phase then adds to each head atom a set of body atoms (deductive consequences) entailed by B—to give
a Kernel Set K . The third phase ﬁnds a compressive hypothesis H (inductive generalisation) that subsumes K . The main
challenge is to exploit language and search bias when constructing and generalising K . To do this, HAIL uses a multi-clause
extension of a method called Mode Directed Inverse Entailment (MDIE) [36].
As formalised below, the key idea underlying the HAIL approach is to use the abduced literals to seed the formation of
an inductive hypothesis.
• abductive phase: ﬁrst HAIL computes a set of ground facts
Δ =
⎧⎨
⎩
α1
.
.
.
αn
⎫⎬
⎭
such that B ∪ Δ | e and each atom αi in Δ is a well-typed ground instance of a clause in the language L(M+) of the
head declarations M+ (as deﬁned in Section 2.2). These atoms are computed by an abductive procedure that returns an
explanation Δ of the seed example e w.r.t. the program B using the type information speciﬁed by the head declarations.
• deductive phase: then HAIL computes a set of ground clauses
K =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
α1 ← δ11, . . . , δm11
.
.
.
αn ← δ1n , . . . , δmnn
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭
such that B | δ ji for all 1  i  n,1  j mi and each clause αi ← δ1i , . . . , δmii in K is a well-typed ground instance
of a clause in L(M). These atoms are computed by a deductive procedure that ﬁnds the successful ground instances of
the queries obtained by substituting a set of input terms into the + placemarkers of the body declaration schemas.
1 In the Horn case, this can be written B ∪ H | e+ for all e+ ∈ E+ and B ∪ H | e− for all e− ∈ E− where E+ and E− are the sets of atoms appearing in
a positive or negative example in E , respectively. In the Horn case, it can also be written B ∪ H | P and B ∪ H ∪ N | ⊥ where P = {e ←  | e ∈ E+} and
N = {⊥ ← e | e ∈ E−}.
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H =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
a1 ← d11, . . . ,d
m′1
1
.
.
.
an′ ← d1n′ , . . . ,d
m′
n′
n′
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
such that B ∪ H | E . This is done by generalising each Kernel Set clause, in turn, using a top down A*-like search of
lattice of clauses which subsume K to ﬁnd a maximally compressive clause that is in the language L(M) of M and is
consistent with the other clauses in H .
While MDIE is the basis of many popular Horn systems, such as Progol [36,37] and Aleph [53], HAIL is shown to be a
sound extension of this method that increases the class of problems soluble in practice [44].
3. eXtended Hybrid Abductive Inductive Learning (XHAIL)
This section lifts the HAIL methodology from Horn theories to normal logic programs. As before, the aim is to make
effective use of language and search bias to guide the computation by constructing and generalising a preliminary ground
Kernel Set. The main challenge is that of generalising the abductive, deductive, and inductive phases to handle NAF. The
approach proposed below is based on representing each phase as an abductive task in order to exploit the correspondence
between abduction and negation [8]. This has the beneﬁts of providing a standard abductive semantics [22] for each phase
of the procedure and allows all three phases to be implemented using an off-the-shelf and high-performance abductive
reasoning engine or answer set solver.
The extended procedure, called XHAIL, is speciﬁed in Fig. 1 and explained below. The inputs are a background theory
B , examples E , mode declarations M , and an integer depth bound d (which, as in Progol and Aleph, bounds the number
of body literals through which any term is linked to the head atom). The output is a compressive hypothesis H that falls
within the language of M and entails E w.r.t. B . Each hypothesis is computed in three phases: P1, P2 and P3. As detailed
below, each of these phases Pi can be deﬁned (in the notation of Section 2.1) as an abductive task φ(Ti,Gi, Ai) with its
own theory Ti , goal Gi , and abducibles Ai . Each phase will now be described and illustrated with the following running
example from [49]:
B =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
bird(X) ← penguin(X)
bird(a)
bird(b)
bird(c)
penguin(d)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
E =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
ﬂies(a)
ﬂies(b)
ﬂies(c)
not ﬂies(d)
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
M =
⎧⎨
⎩
modeh(∗,ﬂies(+bird))
modeb(∗,penguin(+bird))
modeb(∗,not penguin(+bird))
⎫⎬
⎭
While the focus of this paper is on the formal speciﬁcation of the three phases of the extended HAIL procedure, some
discussion is also provided, in Section 4, regarding their implementation using ALP and ASP technologies. The whole proce-
dure is further exempliﬁed on a more substantial case study in Section 5.
3.1. Abductive phase
The ﬁrst phase, P1, computes a set of ground atoms Δ =⋃ni=1 αi such that B ∪ Δ | E and each αi is a well-typed
instance of a clause in L(M+). This is a straightforward abductive task. Since each abduced atom will go in the head of
a Kernel Set clause, the abducibles A1 are obtained from the set of predicates p/n appearing at the front of some head
declaration scheme. But, to ensure any abduced atoms satisfy the required bias, for each such predicate, a clause is created
of the form p(X1, . . . , Xn) ← p∗(X1, . . . , Xn), p′(X1, . . . , Xn) containing two fresh predicates p∗/n and p′/n. In effect, p′ is
just an abducible proxy for p, while p∗ identiﬁes the ground instances of p that satisfy the head declarations. For each
head declaration m ∈ M+ , a clause is created whose head atom is obtained by starring the predicate in schema(m) and
whose body atoms are those in type(m). These additional clauses allow to distinguish abduced instances of p from implied
instances of p; and they ensure all (minimal) solutions are well-typed instances of the mode declarations. As shown in
Fig. 1, a set of head atoms is obtained from each explanation W by replacing any occurrence of p′ with p. Each set of
atoms Δ produced in this way is then generalised by the deductive and inductive phases, below.
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% — Abductive Phase (P1) — %
let A1 be the set of predicates containing one fresh predicate p′/n for each predicate p/n = pred(m) in the scheme of some head declaration m ∈ M+
let T1 be the set of clauses obtained by adding to B one clause p(X1, . . . , Xn) ← p′(X1, . . . , Xn), p∗(X1, . . . , Xn) for each predicate p′/n ∈ A1 and one
clause p∗(t1, . . . , tn) ← r1(v1), . . . , rq(vq) for each head declaration m ∈ M+ with schema p(t1, . . . , tn) and types r1(v1), . . . , rq(vq)
let W be any explanation in φ(T1, E, A1)
let  be the set of ground facts obtained by replacing each abduced atom p′(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ W with the corresponding fact p(t1, . . . , tn)
% — Deductive Phase (P2) — %
let A2 be the empty set of predicates ∅
let T2 be the program obtained by adding to B each fact in 
for each fact αi ∈ 
let mi be any head declaration in M whose schema subsumes αi
set ni to the set of terms in αi corresponding to + placemarkers in mi
set ki to the fact αi
repeat up to d times
let Q be the set of goals ?type(m)σ , schema(m)σ where m ∈ M− is a body declaration and σ is a substitution binding all input variables (i.e., all
variables that replaced a + placemarker) in m to a term in ni
let R be the set of ground literals of the form schema(m)σ θ where schema(m)σ appears in a goal G ∈ Q and θ is an answer substitution in
φ(T2,G, A2)
add to the body of ki all literals in R (not already in ki)
add to ni all (new) terms in R corresponding to − placemarkers
let k′i be the clause obtained from ki by replacing all distinct terms corresponding to + and − placemarkers with fresh variables
let K ′ (resp. K ) be the set of clauses {k′1, . . . ,k′n} (resp. {k1, . . . ,kn})
% — Inductive Phase (P3) — %
let A3 be the singleton set of predicates {use/2}
let T3 be the program obtained by adding to B one clause α′i ← use(i,0), try(i,1, δ′′1i ) · · · try(i,mi , δ′′mii ) for each k′i = α′i ← δ′1i · · · δ′mii ∈ K ′ and two
clauses try(i, j, δ′′ ji ) ← use(i, j), δ′ ji and try(i, j, δ′′ ji ) ← not use(i, j) for each literal δ′ ji in the clause k′i with variables δ′′ ji
let U be any explanation in φ(T3, E, A3)
let H be the program obtained from K ′ by removing every body atom δ′ ji for which the abducible use(i, j) is not in U , and removing every clause whose
head atom α′i does not have a corresponding atom use(0, i) in U
OUTPUT: logic program H (hypothesis)
Fig. 1. XHAIL speciﬁcation.
Example. In the running example, E contains three positive examples and one negative example which must all be ex-
plained. M+ contains a single head declaration m = modeh(∗,ﬂies(+bird)), so that pred(m) = ﬂies/1 and schema(m) = ﬂies(X)
and type(m) = bird(X). Thus, there is one abducible predicate ﬂies′/1 and one type predicate ﬂies∗/1 deﬁned by the two
clauses ﬂies(X) ← ﬂies∗(X),ﬂies′(X) and ﬂies∗(X) ← bird(X). The former states that it is possible to assume X ﬂies if X
has the correct type; and the latter states that X has the correct type if X is a bird. Note that, if there had been other
head declarations for ﬂies/1, these would have contributed alternative deﬁnitions to ﬂies∗/1. But, as there are not, only one
abductive explanation exists in this case: i.e., W = {ﬂies′(a),ﬂies′(b),ﬂies′(c)}. Thus, replacing each new predicate p′ by the
original predicate p, gives
Δ =
{ﬂies(a)
ﬂies(b)
ﬂies(c)
}
3.2. Deductive phase
The second phase, P2, computes a ground program K =⋃ni=1 αi ← δ1i , . . . , δmii where B ∪ Δ | δ ji for all 1 i  n,1
j mi and each clause αi ← δ1i , . . . , δmi1 is a well-typed ground instance of a clause in L(M). To do this, each head atom
is saturated with body literals using a nonmonotonic generalisation of the Progol level saturation method [36]. For this, the
abductive system is made to behave as a deductive query answering procedure by declaring an empty set ∅ of abducibles.
Each head atom is then processed by choosing a head declaration mi to initialise a growing set of input terms ni which are
substituted into the + placemarkers of the given body declarations M− to generate a set Q of goals G whose successful
ground instances, obtained from φ(B ∪ Δ,G,∅), result in a set of literals R which can be added into the body of the clause
ki with head atom αi . Additionally, any new output terms are inserted into ni . The clause ki resulting from each abducible
αi is then added to the Kernel Set K .
Example. In the running example, Δ contains three atoms that must each be generalised (in turn or in parallel). The ﬁrst
one, α1 = ﬂies(a), is subsumed by the schema of just one head declaration m1 = modeh(∗,ﬂies(+bird)) giving one initial
input term a. The atom ﬂies(a) is initialised to the head of the clause k1 and the input term a is substituted into the
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give the goal ?bird(a),penguin(a) using a substitution σ that binds the input variable X to the input term a. Conversely, the
other body declaration gives the goal ?bird(a),not penguin(a). Since only the latter goal succeeds (with the empty answer
substitution θ = ∅), the literal not penguin(a) is added to the body of k1. As no new output terms are introduced by θ , no
more goals are formed and no other body literals are added to k1. Thus, processing all of the head atoms in this way, gives
K =
{ ﬂies(a) ← not penguin(a)
ﬂies(b) ← not penguin(b)
ﬂies(c) ← not penguin(c)
}
Whereupon, replacing all input and output terms by fresh variables, gives
K ′ =
{ﬂies(X) ← not penguin(X)
ﬂies(Y ) ← not penguin(Y )
ﬂies(Z) ← not penguin(Z)
}
3.3. Inductive phase
The third phase, P3, computes a compressive theory H =⋃n′i=1 ai ← d1i , . . . ,dm′ii that subsumes K and entails E w.r.t.
B . This is done by deleting from K ′ as many literals (and clauses) as possible while ensuring correct coverage of the
examples. The abductive system is prepared for this by a transformation involving two fresh predicates try/3 and use/2.
For every clause k′i ∈ K ′ , each body literal δ′ ji is reduced to its variables δ′′ ji and wrapped inside an atom of the form
try(i, j, δ′′ ji ). Then, an extra atom use(i,0) is added to into the body of ki and two clauses try(i, j, δ
′′ j
i ) ← use(i, j), δ′ ji and
try(i, j, δ′′ ji ) ← not use(i, j) are created for each δ′ ji ∈ k′i . These clauses are added to the theory along with those in B . Then,
putting use/2 as the only abducible means each explanation U of the examples E will be a set of ground atoms use(i, j)
indicating that the corresponding literals δ′ ji from K
′ should be kept in H while all of the other literals from K ′ should be
deleted.
The literal use(i, j) literally means ‘use’ the jth literal in the ith clause of K ′ (where 0 is the head atom and 1..mi are
the body literals). The intuition is that, in order for a head atom α′i from K
′ to contribute towards the satisfaction of an
example e in E , each of the body atoms try(i, j, δ′ ji ) must be satisﬁed. Thanks to the two rules added for this atom, its truth
can be ensured in one of two ways: by simply assuming not use(i, j); or by abducing use(i, j) and proving δ′ ji . The former
effectively ignores δ′ ji as if it were not there, while the latter solves δ
′ j
i as if it had been part of the clause. Similarly, the
atom use(i,0) determines if the ith clause is included in the hypothesis, or not.
Example. In the running example, K ′ contains three clauses that must be generalised. The ﬁrst gives rise to the three
transformed clauses shown below
ﬂies(X) ← use(1,0), try(1,1, X)
try(1,1, X) ← not use(1,1)
try(1,1, X) ← use(1,1), not penguin(X)
The other clauses in K ′ produce nearly identical transformations, which can in fact be omitted (since variants of the same
clause in K ′ can be merged at the only risk of increasing the size of the smallest Δ from which a given H may be computed).
Either way, all of the minimal abductive explanations, such as {use(1,0), use(1,1)}, result in the same ﬁnal hypothesis
H = {ﬂies(X) ← not penguin(X)}
4. Discussion
The extended HAIL procedure differs from its monotonic predecessor in some key respects which are designed to avoid
the unsoundness and incompleteness that would result if standard Horn clause pruning heuristics and incremental covering
methods were applied in the normal setting where hypotheses intended to cover earlier examples could be invalidated by
hypotheses intended to cover later examples. For this reason, XHAIL has the ability to process all of the examples in E in
one go and to generalise all of the clauses in K at the same time. This also means that the system is not dependent on the
order of the examples and will always be able to ﬁnd a globally optimal hypothesis with maximum compression.
Another key aspect of XHAIL is that the body literals of a Kernel Set K are not entailed by the theory B alone (as
in earlier versions of HAIL), but also by the explanation Δ of the examples E . This is signiﬁcant because it overcomes an
inherent incompleteness of MDIE shown by a famous problem [56] of ﬁnding the hypothesis H = {odd(s(X)) ← even(X)} for
examples E = {odd(s(s(s(0)))), not even(s(s(s(0))))} and theory B = {even(0)} ∪ {even(s(X)) ← odd(X)}. Given declarations
M = {modeh(∗,odd(s(+)))} ∪ {modeb(∗, even(+))} this task cannot be solved by mainstream systems like Progol or Aleph
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by XHAIL as it subsumes the Kernel Set K = {odd(s(0)) ← even(0)} ∪ {odd(s(s(s(0)))) ← even(s(s(0)))}. While one existing
Horn clause system [14] and two full clausal systems [18,58] have been developed to avoid this incompleteness in monotonic
logic programs, none of them support NAF and they are all considerably more complex than XHAIL, even on this simple
example.
As in the task above, a Kernel Set K often has the property that B ∪ K | E . But this is not a requirement of K , as its real
purpose is to provide a syntactic and semantic bias that delimits a region of the search space likely to contain hypotheses.
Strictly speaking, this role is not played by K but by the non-ground theory K ′ which (even in the Horn case) may not be a
hypothesis (as it could violate integrity). In any case, the search procedure is responsible for ﬁnding a correct generalisation
by dropping literals as necessary. For example, if B = {b ← e} and E = {e}, then K = {e ← b} is now a Kernel Set of B and
e, but the only hypothesis which subsumes K and which would be returned by XHAIL is H = {e}. Of course, it is possible to
ensure that B ∪ K | E by requiring all the body literals in K to be satisﬁed in a model of B consistent with Δ (as described
in [45] previously). But this would have the effect of including in K all facts now believed false, excluding from K all facts
now believed true, and would also sacriﬁce completeness of the new procedure.
The semantic correctness of XHAIL follows directly from the soundness of the abductive procedure used to compute
φ(T3, E, A3) in the inductive phase, P3, which ensures T3 ∪ U | E , where U is a set of ground atoms of the form use(i, j).
This means there is a stable model I of T3 ∪ U which satisﬁes E . It can then be shown that the subset J ⊆ I obtained by
removing from I all atoms with the predicates use/2 and try/3 is a stable model of B ∪ H that satisﬁes E . Thus, B ∪ H | E .
Syntactic correctness follows partly from the inductive phase, P3, which ensures each hypothesis clause hi ∈ H is a subset of
some clause k′i ∈ K ′ , and partly from the abductive phase, P2, which ensures k′i is in the language L(M) of M . The linking
of input and output variables is not strictly enforced in H but, if necessary, can be ensured through the introduction of
additional constraints stating that certain literals may not be used unless some other literals are.
Many abductive systems have a built-in preference for explanations with fewer abducibles. If such a bias is used by
XHAIL’s abductive engine, it will favour Kernel Sets with fewer clauses and will return hypotheses with fewer literals.
However, because some maximally compressive hypotheses, especially those involving some form of recursion, may not
subsume a minimal cardinality Kernel Set, an iterative deepening strategy is desirable—at least in the abductive phase.
It should also be remarked that the approach is only complete for computing minimal hypotheses with ﬁnite Herbrand
models. For instance, the task of ﬁnding the hypothesis H = {int(s(X)) ← int(X)} for the example E = {not max} and theory
B = {max ← int(X), not int(s(X))} ∪ {int(0)} would technically require an inﬁnite Kernel Set.
Two implementations of the XHAIL procedure have been evaluated: the ﬁrst one using a top-down ALP system to perform
the abduction; and the second one using an bottom-up ASP solver as the computational engine. Preliminary experiments
suggest the latter ASP approach achieves greater performance on problems that utilise numerical functions, integrity con-
straints, and cyclic or recursive deﬁnitions; but that the former ALP approach can be applied more easily to problems that
exploit list operations, standard Prolog libraries, and potentially inﬁnite domains.
While a full description of the implementation is beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth remarking that the results
in the next section were obtained using an ASP version of XHAIL with an iterative deepening strategy that computes
Kernel Sets having progressively more clauses until a subsuming hypothesis is found. ASP was used because it was found
to outperform ALP in this domain. Iterative deepening was used because experience shows that the number of abductive
explanations (and hence the number and size of possible Kernel Sets) grows quickly with the number of abducibles [2,46];
but there are usually very few minimal explanations and these are the ones which tend to produce compressive theories
that do not overﬁt the examples.
5. Case study
This section illustrates the XHAIL procedure on a nonmonotonic learning task that uses a temporal formalism called the
Event Calculus (EC) [24] to induce a simple model of metabolic regulation for the bacterium E. coli [20]. This study reveals
many advantages of XHAIL: including its ability to learn hypotheses for predicates not in the examples (i.e., it performs
non-Observation Predicate Learning [37]) and its ability to reason through logical cycles with negated atoms (i.e., it handles
locally unstratiﬁed programs [3]) while making extensive use of language and search bias to bound the search space.
5.1. Inputs
The EC formalism used in this example is a logical framework for representing and reasoning about states, actions, and
time [35]. For convenience, this study adopts a well-known logic programming formulation, known as the Simpliﬁed Event
Calculus (SEC) [52], which includes three sorts of terms: time-points, denoted in this paper by integers; events, denoting
actions that happen at various times; and ﬂuents, denoting properties that hold at various times. There are three axioms
(A1–A3) which govern the way events affect ﬂuents. As formalised in Fig. 2, these axioms exploit NAF to model the persis-
tence of ﬂuents when not affected by any known initiating or terminating events.
The ﬁrst axiom states a ﬂuent F holds at time T if an event E happened at an earlier time S that initiated F (i.e., caused
F to become true) and no intervening event clipped F (i.e., terminated F , thereby causing it to become false). The second
axiom states that a ﬂuent F is clipped between times S and T if an event E happens at some intermediate time R that
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holdsAt(F,T) ← happens(E,S), S<T, initiates(E,F,S), not clipped(S,F,T). (A1)
clipped(S,F,T) ← happens(E,R), S<R, R<T, terminates(E,F,R). (A2)
holdsAt(F,T) ← initially(F), not clipped(0,F,T). (A3)
time(0..9). (T1)
sugar(lactose ; glucose). (T2)
event(add(G) ; use(G)) ← sugar(G). (T3)
ﬂuent(available(G)) ← sugar(G). (T4)
initiates(add(G), available(G), T) ← sugar(G), time(T). (D1)
terminates(use(G), available(G), T) ← sugar(G), time(T). (D2)
← happens(use(G),T), not holdsAt(available(G), T). (D3)
happens(add(lactose), 0). (N1)
happens(add(glucose), 0). (N2)
% — Examples (E) — %
holdsAt(available(lactose), 1). (E1)
holdsAt(available(lactose), 2). (E2)
not holdsAt(available(lactose), 3). (E3)
% —Mode Declarations (M) — %
modeh(*, happens(use(#sugar),+time). (M1)
modeb(*, holdsAt(#ﬂuent,+time)). (M2)
modeb(*, not holdsAt(#ﬂuent,+time)). (M3)
Fig. 2. XHAIL Inputs (B, E & M).
% — Hypothesis (H) — %
happens(use(glucose),T) ← holdsAt(available(glucose),T). (H1)
happens(use(lactose),T) ← holdsAt(available(lactose),T), not holdsAt(available(glucose),T). (H2)
Fig. 3. XHAIL Output (H).
terminates F . The third axiom states that a ﬂuent F holds at time T if F was initially true (i.e., was true at time 0) and no
intervening event clipped F . The ﬂuents and events, along with their initiating and terminating conditions, are deﬁned in
order to represent the following highly simpliﬁed model of E. coli metabolism.
In brief, E. coli is a well studied micro-organism that lives in the human gut. Ordinarily, this bacterium prefers to feed on
the simple sugar glucose but, if necessary, it can feed on the complex sugar lactose by producing extra enzymes that break
down lactose into glucose. But, to conserve energy, E. coli has evolved an eﬃcient control mechanism which ensures these
extra enzymes are only produced when lactose is available as a food source but glucose is not. The object of the exercise is
to infer the existence of this mechanism from observations describing how the availability of lactose and glucose varies in
response to the addition of these sugars to the growth medium.
The ontology of the domain is formalised by type axioms (T1–T4). The ﬁrst axiom states the time-line consists of the
integers 0 through 9 (where the notation ‘..’ is a shorthand for an integer range). The second axiom states that lactose and
glucose are both sugars (where the notation ‘;’ is a shorthand for alternative arguments). The third axiom states that for
each sugar, G, there are two events, add(G) and use(G). The former denotes the action performed by a scientist when he
adds G to the growth medium; while the latter denotes the action performed by the bacteria when it uses G as its food
source. The fourth axiom states that for each sugar, G, there is one ﬂuent, available(G), which refers to the availability of G
as a food source.
Now, suppose a scientist conducts an experiment on a culture of E. coli, to which he adds lactose and glucose and
measures the availability of lactose in order to infer the conditions under which this bacterium uses these sugars. Some
initial knowledge is represented by the domain axioms (D1–D3). The two rules state that adding a sugar G to the medium
(resp. using up G) initiates (resp. terminates) the availability of G; and the constraint states it is impossible for E. coli to
use a sugar which is not available. The two narrative events (N1–N2) formalise the actions of adding the two sugars at the
beginning of the experiment. The three example observations (E1–E3) formalise the observation of lactose availability over
the next three time-points.
As yet, no information has been given about the situations in which E. coli might use the sugars lactose and glucose.
Instead, our purpose is to learn this from the examples E in (E1–E3) and the background theory B consisting of the temporal
axioms (A1–A3), type axioms (T1–T4), domain axioms (D1–D3), and narrative events in (N1–N2). To this end, the mode
declarations (M1–M3) state that hypothesized clauses may have atoms of the form happens(use(g), T ) in their head, where
g is a constant (denoting a sugar) and T is a variable (denoting a time); and may also have literals of the form holdsAt( f , T )
and not holdsAt( f , T ) in their bodies where f is a constant (denoting a ﬂuent) and T is a variable (denoting a time that is
mentioned in the head atom).
Given the inputs B , E and M in Fig. 2, the XHAIL proof procedure in Fig. 1 will construct a compressive hypothesis
H in the language of M that entails E w.r.t. B . In this case, XHAIL returns just one hypothesis H which, as formalised in
Fig. 3, states that E. coli will use glucose whenever glucose is available, and that it will use lactose whenever lactose is
available but glucose is not. There is only one solution because the observed change in the availability of lactose at time 3
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distinguished is by an implicit change in the availability of glucose, which must be used at time 1 but not at time 2. (Note
that an initiating or terminating effect on a ﬂuent is always felt at the time-point immediately after an event.)
5.2. Output
The XHAIL system used in this case study employs an iterative deepening strategy to automatically construct and gen-
eralise Kernel Sets of progressively increasing size until a solution is found. This is achieved by exploiting the built-in
preference of the abductive engine to compute minimal explanations. As shown below, several alternative Kernel Sets may
therefore have to be considered before a hypothesis is ﬁnally returned.
The head atoms of each Kernel Set are computed by the abductive phase P1. Here, there is one abducible happens
′/2 in
A1 associated with the predicate happens/2 in the only head declaration. Thus, B is supplemented with two typing clauses
in T1: i.e., happens(E, T ) ← happens∗(E, T ), happens′(E, T ) and happens∗(use(G), T ) ← sugar(G), time(T ). There is one
singleton set W containing the fact happens′(use(lactose),2) which results in a minimal Δ composed of a single head atom
happens(use(lactose),2).
The body literals of a Kernel Set are computed by the deductive phase P2. Here, A2 is empty and one atom
happens(use(lactose),2) is added to B in T2. There is one term 2 in n1 and two queries ?ﬂuent(F ), time(2),holdsAt(F ,2)
and ?ﬂuent(F ), time(2),not holdsAt(F ,2) in Q . These contribute just two answers holdsAt(available(lactose),2) and
holdsAt(available(glucose),2) to R , which results in a Kernel Set K with one clause happens(use(lactose),2) ←
holdsAt(available(lactose),2), holdsAt(available(glucose),2).
Each Kernel Set is generalised by the inductive phase P3. Here, there is one abducible use/2 in A3 and B
is supplemented with ﬁve clauses in T3: i.e., happens(use(lactose), T ) ← use(1,0), try(1,1, T ), try(1,2, T ) in addi-
tion to try(1,1, T ) ← use(1,1),holdsAt(available(lactose), T ) and try(1,1, T ) ← not use(1,1) as well as try(1,2, T ) ←
use(1,2),holdsAt(available(glucose), T ) and try(1,2, T ) ← not use(1,2). But, there are no explanations U and hence no
hypotheses H which can be obtained from this Kernel Set.
As a result, XHAIL revisits the abductive phase P1 to look for explanations Δ with two atoms. One of these con-
tains the facts happens(use(lactose),2) and happens(use(glucose),1), which results in a corresponding Kernel Set K with
the clause happens(use(glucose),1) ← holdsAt(available(lactose),1), holdsAt(available(glucose),1) along with the clause
happens(use(lactose),2) ← holdsAt(available(lactose),2), not holdsAt(available(glucose),2). Now, when this Kernel Set is gen-
eralised it yields the hypothesis H (by dropping the ﬁrst literal of the ﬁrst clause in the corresponding K ′).
A prototype implementation of XHAIL based on the Lparse/Smodels ASP solver took a couple of seconds to compute this
hypothesis on a 1.66 GHz Centrino Duo laptop PC running Windows Vista with 1 GB of Ram.
6. Related work
Several authors [1,4,5,7,13,19,25,28,39,43,48,50,55] have proposed methods for nonmonotonic ILP which are reviewed
in [49]. Many use a generalisation of the stable model semantics, known as answer sets [16], for so-called extended logic
programs with both NAF and classical negation. But, since extended programs are trivially reducible to normal programs via
a simple renaming of classically negated literals [16], these approaches are no more general than the one presented in this
paper. In fact, compared to XHAIL, existing methods impose strong restrictions on the learning task or they lack eﬃcient
strategies for guiding the computation. Some allow NAF in the hypothesis H but not in the theory B; which means they not
only lose much of the convenience and power of NAF but they also lose the ability to use the theory B ∪ H as a subsequent
starting theory. Others are restricted to learning stratiﬁed programs [3]. Most can only do Observation Predicate Learning
(OPL) [37], where the predicates deﬁned in H must appear in E . Initial experiments suggest that, in certain problems, XHAIL
overcomes some of the limitations of these systems while effectively exploiting language and search bias. For example, in [2]
XHAIL has been used to infer requirements from scenarios in a task that requires non-OPL learning of multiple predicates
over non-stratiﬁed programs.
Sakama [49] deﬁnes a procedure for inducing extended programs under the skeptical answer set semantics. His method
employs the notions of ‘relevance’ and ‘involvement’ to constrain the search space, but does not exploit language or search
bias as effectively as XHAIL. Unlike XHAIL, which can generalise all the examples in one go, the procedure in [49] only
considers one example at a time; which introduces a dependency on the order in which examples are presented. Moreover,
it can only learn a single rule in response to each such example, is limited to OPL learning, assumes the example predicate
appears nowhere in the theory, and imposes an additional restriction, called negative-cycle-freeness, on the hypothesis.
However, all of these conditions are violated by the temporal modelling task in the previous section. It is mentioned in [49]
that overcoming these constraints would necessitate the use of abductive reasoning—and indeed this is exactly what XHAIL
achieves.
Otero [40] also considers the task of induction under the skeptical stable model semantics. He gives necessary and suf-
ﬁcient conditions for the existence of a stable model solution and describes a method for computing the corresponding
models. But his method only returns ground unit hypotheses (i.e., the set of all ground atoms in a stable model). In fact,
each solution returned by Otero’s procedure can formally be treated as a maximal abductive explanation of the exam-
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Otero [41] also considers the task of learning temporal action theories from narratives describing a system’s dynamic
behaviour. Like the case study in the previous section, his narratives comprise a set of known ﬂuents and a set of known
actions. But his theories are expressed in a formalism that combines various aspects of both the Event Calculus (EC) [24]
and another formalism called the Situation Calculus (SC) [29]. A major concern of his approach is avoiding the so-called
frame problem [52] which, in this context, refers to the need for many axioms describing the non-effects of actions on
ﬂuents. After showing how this problem is easily avoided by adding a few inertial axioms with NAF, the author notes
how the limitations of earlier nonmonotonic ILP systems mean they cannot be used in this setting. Thus, Otero proposes
a methodology by which the task of learning positive or negative action effects for a single ﬂuent can be transformed
into a monotonic learning problem. This transformation is based on distinguishing points at which a ﬂuent is known to
change (which become positive examples), from points at which ﬂuent is known not to change (which become background
knowledge), and from points at which it is unknown whether the ﬂuent changes or not (which are denoted by Skolem
symbols that are inserted as additional arguments into all action and ﬂuent literals). He then suggests that the frame
problem is avoided by excluding action effects whose conclusions are contained among their own preconditions and argues
that his method is sound and complete for inducing the effects of actions without the frame problem.
However, the claims in [41] raise some issues. First, the frame problem, which results from failure of a representation
formalism to provide a compact means of representing defaults and priorities, cannot be solved by further restricting any al-
ready inadequate language. The frame axioms that Otero disallows are not the cause of the problem, but merely a symptom;
and excluding them only serves to compound the issue. But a rather more serious criticism of Otero’s approach concerns
the restricted nature of the learning task it tackles. It is well known that the learning of action theories from partial obser-
vations cannot generally be solved by learning individual state transitions in isolation. For this reason it is easy to construct
partial narratives containing just two ﬂuents from which XHAIL can learn a correct speciﬁcation of, say, a divide-by-two
counter, but which Otero’s method cannot. Analogous limitations apply to the extended version of Otero’s procedure, de-
scribed in [42], for learning the indirect effects of actions. Moreover, while Otero’s method is speciﬁcally designed to learn
static laws and action effects or preconditions, XHAIL is a general purpose nonmonotonic ILP system which does not impose
any a priori assumptions on the hypothesis space. Therefore, unlike Otero’s method, XHAIL can also be used—by suitably
extending the language bias and background knowledge—to learn trigger axioms (as exempliﬁed in the case study of pre-
vious section) in addition to more advanced constructs, such as release and trajectory axioms, or cumulative effects and
cancellation laws, supported by alternative formulations of the Event Calculus [30,35].
Esposito et al. [12] describe a multi-strategy system called Inthelex which learns and revises normal programs from
examples. It uses various operators to saturate, abstract, abduce, generalise and specialise clauses, respectively. Unlike XHAIL,
which employs abduction to construct hypotheses whose head predicates may differ from those in the examples, Inthelex
uses abduction only to hypothesise basic facts that might be missing from the description of each example. This means
Inthelex is limited to the OPL learning task. In addition, Inthelex is restricted to the formalism of hierarchical linked datalog
programs under the so-called object identity (OI) assumption [11], which is not appropriate for domains like the EC case
study of the previous section. For, while any normal program can be transformed into linked datalog by ﬂattening function
symbols via the introduction of new predicates [47], this does not always preserve logical entailment [17]; and, while any
(hierarchical) datalog program can be transformed into an equivalent datalog program under the OI assumption, this is
potentially expensive [51]. Furthermore, the restriction to hierarchical programs means Inthelex is strictly less expressive
than XHAIL. Although more details of its abductive methodology are given in [9] and [10] some key aspects concerning
the Inthelex procedure are a little unclear: such as what happens when more than one abductive explanation is produced?
Because the current Inthelex release does not support abstraction or abduction an independent evaluation of these features
has not yet been possible.
There are two more differences between Inthelex and XHAIL. First, in the former approach, one example is processed at
a time and is represented by a ground rule with a single head literal and zero or more body atoms. But this is equivalent,
in the latter approach, to adding the body atoms of the selected example into the background theory. Second, in the
Inthelex approach, clauses are revised by generalisation and specialisation operators. But these can be simulated, in the
XHAIL approach, with some simple program transforms that exploit the nonmonotonicity of NAF. Indeed, the removal of
literals from a clause can be achieved by the same technique used earlier in the inductive phase of the XHAIL procedure;
except that not del(I, J ) may be used in place of use(I, J ) in order to minimise the number of literals deleted, as opposed
to the number of literals used. Moreover, the addition of literals to a clause can be achieved by a variation of the method
commonly used to learn the deﬁnition of an abnormality predicate newly inserted to the clause body. For example, a clause
ﬂy(X) ← bird(X) to be reﬁned is ﬁrst represented ﬂy(X) ← bird(X),not ab(X) so that learning ab(X) ← penguin(X) gives
the revised clause ﬂy(X) ← bird(X),not penguin(X). In general, the ﬁnal clause is obtained by adding the complement of
one body literal from each abnormality clause. If exactly one specialisation is required, then a restriction must be placed
on the number of body literals in each abnormality clause (as zero means the clause will be deleted, and more than one
means several clauses will be added). But more analysis of this technique is surely needed.
Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. [54] describe how the non-OPL system Progol5 [37] can be applied to the prediction of enzyme
inhibitions in biological networks. The authors propose a simple logical theory that uses NAF to model the effects of enzyme
inhibition and non-inhibition on the concentration of compounds in a metabolic network. They go on to explain how
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time to generate a set of abducibles that explain the examples and the second time to generate a set of rules that generalise
the abducibles. While the ﬁrst invocation of Progol5 gives a similar result to the abductive phase of XHAIL, the latter
overcomes several limitations of the former. In particular, Progol5 cannot abduce more than one atom in response to each
example, is unable to abduce atoms that must be used more than once in a proof of the example, and has no way of
reasoning abductively through programs with negation [44]. To compensate for this limitation, the authors must rewrite
their logical model to exclude NAF before running Progol by adding an explicit truth value to some of the atoms. However,
this rewriting is only possible because their initial model was a very simple stratiﬁed program.
Moyle and Muggleton [33] describe an application of Progol5 to the task of learning EC initiates and terminates axioms.
But the limitations of Progol5 noted above necessitate a rewriting of the EC axioms to express the initiates and terminates
axioms in terms of a single ﬂips predicate with reiﬁed truth values. It also calls for ad-hoc transformations to ‘decouple’
the learning of initiating and terminating effects by creating artiﬁcial constraints to specify time intervals in which ﬂuents
are not clipped [32]. Moyle [31] describes an application of the ILP system Alecto to the learning of EC domain axioms
from narratives. This system can be seen as a generalisation of Progol5 that uses a more powerful abductive procedure
called SOLD resolution [57] to pre-process the examples. However SOLD resolution is also restricted to deﬁnite clauses and
positive only examples. Thus, in order to learn EC theories, Alecto was extended by some as yet unspeciﬁed mechanism
for handling negation. Since the current Alecto release (included in the latest Aleph distribution [53]) does not support
abduction through negation an independent evaluation of these claims has not been possible.
Mueller [34] describes a method for rewriting a class of projection, planning, and model construction tasks in a Discrete
Event Calculus (DEC) [35] to propositional satisﬁability solving. This system cannot perform learning of DEC theories, while
XHAIL can. Kakas and Riguzzi [23] describe a system for inductively learning abductive logic programs. But their system
only performs OPL learning of target concepts that do not appear in the theory, and is only sound for the generalised partial
stable model semantics, in which the truth of some literals may be undeﬁned. Inoue [18] and Yamamoto [58] propose
hypothesis ﬁnding systems which are sound and complete for full clausal logic. However, these systems only deal with
monotonic classical negation.
7. Conclusions and future work
This paper introduced a general purpose nonmonotonic learning system, called eXtended Hybrid Abductive Inductive
Learning (XHAIL), which exploits the full representation and reasoning power of Negation as Failure whilst using traditional
forms of language and search bias to bound the search space. To do this, XHAIL integrates abductive, deductive, and inductive
inference in a logical framework for the construction and generalisation of a preliminary ground Kernel Set. In this way,
XHAIL allows for the non-observational multi-predicate learning of non-stratiﬁed programs. As an example of its utility,
XHAIL was applied to the learning of temporal theories in a nonmonotonic Event Calculus. Since the task of modelling state
and event based processes from observations is likely to gain importance, it is reasonable to suppose that systems like
XHAIL will become increasingly useful in practical applications. However, the limitations of the proposed approach must be
studied in greater detail and validated on some more realistic problems.
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